In reference to City Council and Committees Council File Number: 09-0969, we support option 1 which would increase fees for non-applicants to $271, a full 300% increase over the existing fees. We object to any increase in fees above that amount because it would discourage residents and neighborhood groups from appealing decisions of the Department of City Planning that impact their neighborhoods. The full recovery fee of $13,538, a 15,000% increase in fees, not only makes no logical sense, but it will all but make it impossible for any resident, constituent or community Stakeholder to exercise their right to ensure the City of Los Angeles is not making any mistakes or unwanted exceptions to the community plan in specific areas of the city.

One of the questions considered in the User Fee Study was “Does current demand for services support a fee increase without adverse impact to the citizenry served…?” To this we answer no. The results of any higher fee would silence the public, with the exception of extremely wealthy people who could afford more than $13,000.00 to appeal a project they believe is against the Community Plan or specific Zoning of the area in question.

Any increase above $271 would also seem unreasonable in light of the study of other cities that showed that most of them have fees below that amount. The fact of the matter is that the Department of City Planning, does make mistakes and this system is in place to be fair to all Angelinos to challenge a decision or potential approval at a reasonable cost.

Finally, we would like to see, in writing, line item by line item, how a non-applicant appeal could possibly cost more than $13,000.00.